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Crossword Quiz
Across

3
4

2. What animal has the starring role in Larry Gets Lost?
4. Brigitte witnessed a _____ Talk on the playground.
6. Larry meets these large animals in Andrew’s book.
8. Which curriculum is being aligned with Common Core?
Down
1. What does alumna Audrey Western raise?

5
6
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3. The number of years Udo Reich served on the Board.
5. Who is Alli’s eldest daughter? (Hint: She’s a Bertschi Kid!)
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Crossword Quiz

A Day in the Life
of Brigitte Bertschi
We followed our dear founder around one Tuesday this fall to
discover exactly how our Head of School spends her time. What we
discovered was an incredibly energetic spirit at work and at play!

8:30 a.m.

9:10 a.m.

11:45 a.m.

Meaningful Meetings

Hostess with the Mostest

Peace on the Playground

Awake on the Lake

Just after drop-off, Brigitte meets

Brigitte meets applicant

Today, Brigitte witnesses two

It’s still dark out, but Lake Union

with the Finance Committee.

parents on an Admission Tour

Kindergartners having a Peace

is alive with morning birdsong.

“I am always impressed by the

to answer questions alongside

Talk. “I just want to go and

“I enjoy listening with a cup of

quality of work, how thorough

Pam Lauritzen, Director of

help, but they are doing fine.

tea on our houseboat before the

each Chair is, and how incredibly

Admission and Financial Aid.

I can tell by watching their body

clock strikes

engaged and professional our

language. If they get tense, you

seven and I

committee members are. We could

know it’s not going anywhere.

head out on

put a Financial Plan together in

But these two seem to be

my walk up

2 days, but it wouldn’t be

working it through!”

the hill.”

meaningful. The process is so

2:15 p.m.

important in how we balance

In the Audience

the school’s values with our

She’s never missed a drama

4:15 p.m.

performance. “I learn SO much

At Her Desk

about our children by watching

Brigitte spends the afternoon

them on stage. It gives them

working with the Board of Trust-

a whole different experience.

ees, who she sees as partners,

We had one little girl who never

visionaries, and keepers of Berts-

spoke to an adult until 2nd

chi’s mission. Their work is driven

With Student Council

grade; this all changed when

by the school’s inspired strategic

At lunch, Brigitte meets with

she got a lead role!”

plan. Today, a child wonders if

RISE & SHINE!

6 a.m.

7:15 a.m.
Up, Up and Away!
Brigitte walks up 310 steps to
school—often with umbrella and
rain boots. “I reflect and focus
on the day to come. Talk with
neighbors, see Bertschi parents
exercising—it’s another way I
interact with our community.”

strategic goals.”

10:25 a.m.
In the Classroom...
Every day, at some point, you’ll
find Brigitte in our classrooms—
reading a story, checking in with
teachers, helping wherever she’s
needed. “This school is a child’s
place. I started it because I
really, really enjoy working

12:30 p.m.
leaders in Grades 2 through 5.

Brigitte ever goes home and asks

“They talk. I listen. Whatever’s

“In which room does she sleep?”

on their mind—if they want to

3:00 p.m.

take it further, they come up

Chatting with Families

with an approach to take. It

“My typical day involves tying a

gives the children an enormous

kid’s shoe, helping with a bloody

amount of leadership. It was

nose, checking in with someone

students arrive. “It’s so much fun

the Student Council who coined

I know had a hard day: ‘How’s it

to get hugs, hellos, and ‘did you

‘The Bertschi Way’.”

going?’ I want to know each child

with children. For me, it’s a treat.

8 a.m.

I make it my priority

Hugs & Hellos

to spend time in

Part of our Safety & Security

the classrooms

mission is to open car doors as

as often as I can.”

knows.’ I connect with families

who goes here. How they learn

and get a lot of business done!”

and what is important to them.

6 p.m.
Extended Day Is Done
Pulling on her rain boots, Brigitte
smiles brightly. “I like to exercise
after work, maybe go for a swim.
I think it’s important we adults
play hard. Visit with friends.
Attend a concert. Be in nature.
I love to cook, but tonight, we’re
headed to Serafina’s, for pasta!”

I enjoy watching them grow up
and excel.”
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Where in the World
is Alli Frank?

Larry Gets Lost

Guess who helps him find his way back home?
Meet Andrew Fox: 1st grade teacher, kayaker, hiker & children’s book author
When opportunity knocks ...
“This was completely unexpected,” begins Andrew Fox in our interview

Alli pictured with some of our
students on the playground.

5 p.m.
TRAVEL

about his new children’s book: Larry Gets Lost in Prehistoric Times.

5:30 a.m.
EXERCISE

Turns out our 1st grade teacher, Andrew Fox, has always enjoyed writing

Alli picks up Lila from Extended Day

Alli runs outdoors or enjoys

(and history), but didn’t expect to co-author a children’s book with

and they head home to meet up with

yoga or spinning class

feisty two-year-old sister Lexie,

before her kids awake.

accomplished artist/author John Skewes—until opportunity knocked
on his door.
Bertschi parent, Susan Roxborough,

3:15 p.m.
LEAD

is Executive Editor at Sasquatch

All year long, Alli works with

Books and has been the series’

classroom and Learning Services

editor since 2010’s Larry Gets
Lost in New York City. She told us,
“This particular Larry Gets Lost

Mom and daughter Lila arrive at
school together. Alli chats with

faculty to align our writing program’s
scope and sequence with the
national Common Core Standards.

book was a departure for us, as
all the other books are city-based.
I knew Andrew had an interest in

2 p.m.
BRAINSTORM

writing, and I thought he might have the expertise to help craft a

Before pick-up, Alli brainstorms

story set in the pre-historic era. He was a pleasure to work with.”

with a family about challenges

“It was my developmental awareness that got me involved,” says
Andrew. “Things that happened in the past can be difficult for young
children to comprehend, so they need to be put into a context
they’ll understand. Kids need to start with where they are in order
to be able to go back in time. Most children are familiar with,
and love, dinosaurs, so this was a great place to begin.”

8:15 a.m.
WELCOME

and husband, Scott.

at school and at home.
“I LOVE IT when parents reach out to

kids & checks in with teachers.

Follow Our
Assistant Head
of School
AROUND
THE CLOCK

9 a.m.
MEET
Alli hosts a Curriculum Coffee for
parents of Pre-K-2 students. They
learn more about our curriculum
and ask burning questions.

10 a.m.
OBSERVE

me proactively about a concern or when
something is going really well for

She observes a 2nd grade

their child. I want to know when we’re
serving kids and families well.”

math lesson, part of our

12:30 p.m.
LISTEN

Global Markets curriculum.

Today, Alli and Brigitte lunch with 4th grade

11:45 a.m.
REVIEW

cities. Even though he’s been lost before, it’s never been like this.

girls as part of a year-long gender-specific

Alli, Jennie and Brigitte meet to

In this new adventure, Larry gets lost in time—waking up in pre-history

Q&A about developmental topics in a safe

review SRI testing results and

and confidential environment.

get updates on children receiving

You know how the story goes ...
Pete’s dog Larry travels with the family and gets lost in various U.S.

during the Jurassic Period, encountering dinosaurs! He trudges through
the Ice Ages and sits fireside with the early humans of the Stone Age.
But you’ll have to read the story to find out if and how he finds his
way home.

“This is one of the most fun parts of my job,”
she says. “I feel very privileged to hear

Learning Services and academic
enrichment support.

what they have to say.”

What do Bertschi Kids think?
Andrew read the book to his class and one of his 1st graders smiled
up at him and said, “I’m so proud of you Andrew, I just don’t know
what to say!” That left Andrew speechless.

What does Alli do when not at Bertschi? SKI!
“I’m an avid downhill and cross-country skate skier, and was a very
competitive downhill ski racer growing up,” says Alli. “One of my proudest
moments as a mother was when my daughter Lila was skiing at age three
and was stopped by a ski patrol for skiing too fast! It is in the genes.”
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Alumni Recently Reunited

New Faces at Bertschi

So many new faces on campus! Please stop by and meet our
newest teachers and staff sometime this year. Meanwhile,
get to know them and see their photos online at:
bertschi.org/who-we-are/community/
FACULTY
Brianna Pannell, Librarian;
Photographer, Mom, and
Dedicated Knitter
Caitlin Bunnell, 4th Grade
Assistant; Rowing Coach and
Ball-Thrower
Emily Bond, Extended Day
Teacher; Book Lover, Hiker
and Yoga Practitioner

WELCOME, IZZY!
Pre-K teacher Sophia Tolentino and her husband Jake welcomed their

Josiah Colombo, Learning
Specialist; Chocolate Lover
and Active Explorer

Class of 2006

Class of 2012

12TH GRADE REUNION

6TH GRADE REUNION

Before graduating from high school this last spring, Bertschi alumni

In our first ever reunion for 6th graders, Bertschi Kids reunited

Mom and dad spent 18+ hours a day with her in the hospital while

and their parents reunited for dinner, watched their 5th grade

on campus at a Friday afternoon All-School Meeting. Afterward,

she learned how to eat on her own and gain weight. Sophia says,

graduation video, and toured our campus to see all the latest

students, parents, and faculty walked down to Roanoke Park for

“We were able to take our daughter home just in time to celebrate

changes, including our Living Building Science Wing.

soccer, popsicles, and time to catch up.

my first Mother’s Day. Izzy is the most amazing blessing in my life!”

SAVE THESE DATES!
We Want to Learn What You’re Up To, Kids

Alumni Updates

Class of 2007
12TH GRADE REUNION
Thursday May 1st
6pm Reception
All 2007 Bertschi graduates: You are invited as guests of honor at
this spring’s Reunion. Reconnect with your former classmates and let
us know where you’re headed next after high school.

Alumni gather at The Ruins for the
University Prep Prom last May
BACK ROW:

Levi Poletti ‘07, Rhys Hyatt ‘06, Joe Walker ‘07,

Peter Rakita ‘07, Jackson Sage ‘07
MIDDLE ROW:

Kristen Kuenzli ‘06, Anna Iglitzin ‘06, Allie Belyaev ‘06,

Emmy Jarris ‘07, Audrey Western ‘07, Christina Cobb ’01-‘04
FRONT ROW:

Gordon Covill-Grennan ‘06, Claire Rostov ‘06, Jacob Swan ‘07

Class of 2010
9TH GRADE REUNION
TBD: details to come!
Mark your calendar: 2010 Bertschi graduates who are Freshmen in
high school this year are invited to return to Bertschi. More details
to come on this new event—don’t miss it!

Class of 2013
6TH GRADE REUNION

baby girl, Izabella Anduiza Stahnke-Tolentino, one month early on
April 23. Weighing only 4 lbs. 5oz., Izzy’s first weeks were difficult.

Jen Parsinen, 1st- 2nd Grade
Assistant; Outdoor Enthusiast,
Yogini and Experimental Cook
Jennifer Friend, Learning
Specialist; Runner, Reader
and Traveling Tall Lady

Kennedy White, 5th Grade
Assistant; Music Lover, Guitarist
and Board Game Super-Player
Paige Smith, Extended Day
Teacher; Photographer,
Runner and Adventurer
Raney Cumbow, 3rd Grade
Assistant; Movie Aficionado,
Tea-Drinker and Seamstress
STAFF
Ashley Bockman, Advancement
Coordinator; Field Hockey Fanatic,
Camper and Outdoorsy Gal
Emily Fowler, (new position)
Front Office Manager;
Cupcake Baker and Singer

Lelan Bell, ’12
As a recent graduate, Lelan donated to the Bertschi Fund for
the second straight year. We are grateful for his gift and
inspired by his action. Lelan swims for the Central Area Aquatic
Team and enjoys English and Drama as a 7th grader at Lakeside
School. He is still very connected in the Bertschi community
and gets together with his former classmates often.

Kristen Kuenzli, ’06
Kristen graduated from University Prep in the spring and has since moved to Shanghai,
where she is attending NYU Shanghai. She wrote to us recently, “I’m taking Calculus,
Global Perspectives on Society, Chinese, and a Chinese history class. I’m just enjoying
living in a foreign country and traveling with friends whenever I have breaks!”

Patricia Orellana-Coulson, Alumni Parent

Friday May 16th

Patti’s son Evan graduated from Bertschi in 2012, but she continues to volunteer with our drama

2pm Party in the Park

department every Thursday, building and painting sets for our drama performances. She told us recently,

Be a part of the school you love: We’re happy to invite all recent

“I have a strong affection towards Bertschi. My husband and I loved being part of the Bertschi community

graduates back this spring to our 2nd annual 6th grade reunion.

and it was an amazing informative experience for our son. He also remembers his time there with affection.

Join us for the All School Meeting and then we’ll head to Roanoke Park!

The staff is such an amazing group of professional, caring people. I love working with Tina as her
commitment to and passion for the kids’ theatre experience is contagious. She provides a fun and creative

To get involved, contact Ashley Bockman at (206) 442-6860
6

environment for the volunteer gals. It is one of the highlights in my week.”
7

Alumni Updates
Jack Fleischmann, ’13

Julia Laurence, ’05
Julia graduated from Lakeside School this spring where she studied
Spanish, wrote and drew comics for the school newspaper, and enjoyed
a month-long canoe and backpack trip through Canyonlands, Utah as
part of an English elective. Her Varsity Girls Lacrosse team became

We’re so proud of
Jack for this great
accomplishment!

Jack graduated from Bertschi School this past year and is currently
a 6th grader at Seattle Academy of Arts and Sciences. He has worked
very hard on his extracurricular drama performances, earning the
part of Oliver in the Fifth Avenue Theater’s production this fall.
Performances will run from Nov. 29th through Dec. 31st.

2013 Washington State Champions! Currently, Julia is enrolled as an
undergraduate at Stanford University. She says, “I am part of the a
cappella group, The Stanford Harmonics, and I am planning on joining
the club lacrosse team here. I am currently taking classes in Arabic,
theater, politics, and education policy. I am also interested in

Hannah Fleischmann, ’09

economics and human rights issues. I can’t wait to catch up with

The rest of the family is doing well too! This summer they took an

my fellow Bertschi classmates in the future!”

inspiring and informative trip to Israel, as well as bringing home a
new puppy, Tucker, into the family. This fall, Hannah continues to
enjoy Chinese, squash, speech and debate at Seattle Academy.

Ben Sanders, ‘12
Ben is an actor, dancer, and singer. Check out his stand-up comic
performance at the L.A. Showcase of the International Presentation

Audrey Western, ’07

of Performers here: http://youtu.be/y4Xr3i16jrk. He was in Gilbert &

Audrey is a senior at University Prep and lives on Capitol Hill. Her sister

Sullivan’s “Gondolier’s” last summer at Bagley Wright and “Oliver!” at

Vivienne also attended Bertschi and is currently a junior at Scripps

Snoqualmie Falls Forest Theatre, and was featured in the Committee for

College. In her years since Bertschi School, Audrey has become a

Children’s campaign to prevent bullying in schools. Soon, he will play
Dylan Thomas in Stone Soup’s A Child’s Christmas in Wales, and will be
in Ghost Light Theatricals’ Vaudeville show, Dr. Thaddeus Q. Ballard’s
Musical Follies & Comedie Revue. Ben also rock climbs, has a black belt
in Kung Fu, and plays ultimate Frisbee and baseball.

Louisa Gaylord, 1992-1996

You can catch up
with Audrey and learn
more about her
beekeeping at her blog:
audreysbuzznhoneybees.
blogspot.com

champion in the race to save our city’s honeybees. “I got interested in
beekeeping when I read an article in National Geographic about colony
collapse disorder and how important bees are to our food supply,”
says Audrey. “I wanted to do my part to help, plus I like honey.”
At age 13, Audrey began attending Puget Sound Beepers classes.
Working with her local mentor, Corky Luster of Ballard Bee Co., Audrey
got her family involved in her project; her grandfather helped build

Louisa lives and works in Seattle. She studied English and Journalism at

two hives while her mother helped paint them. “I think my interest

Clark University in Worcester, MA, and has experience writing, editing,

goes back to Bertschi kindergarten when I had Anne as a teacher and

and photographing for newspapers, magazines, blogs, and private com-

we had chicks, a highlight of my school years and something I always

panies. Interested in most things “sustainable,” Louisa likes researching

remember,” says Audrey.

and writing about recycling, green architecture and engineering, new

Today, Audrey keeps two hives. She sells a few jars of honey at

uses for plastics, and ocean preservation, among other things.

Volunteer Park Café, and donates the proceeds to Pollinator Pathways,

Check out her blog about the certification of Bertschi’s Living

a group that works to make Seattle more green.

Building Science Wing at louisagaylord.com.

Barbara Blackburn, 1978-1982
Anna Tupper-Bridges, 1998-2002

“I am one of the early Bertschi Kids; I attended in the 1970s along

Anna is currently a senior at Wellesley College, studying Political

with my two step-sisters who still live in the Seattle area.

Science and Religion. She recently returned from the University of

Today, I am an attorney practicing employment law in California.

Oxford, where she studied for the past year. At Wellesley, she runs for

I still frequently visit my family in Seattle and have never forgotten

the Varsity Cross-Country and Track teams, and is the head copy editor

my time at the school. I remember how amazing Brigitte and the

for the Wellesley News. To this day, she credits Bertschi with giving her

other staff and educators were at Bertschi. Please say ‘hi’ for me!”

a strong academic foundation and confidence to excel academically.
Barbara, pictured top row, third from right
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Auf Wiedersehen, Udo!

Departing Trustees: Thanks for your dedication!

After 10 years on the Bertschi Board, Udo
Reich moves on. We bid him farewell and
thank him for this interview and his years
of service. Good luck Udo and dankeschön.
Q. BACK IN 2003, DID THE BOARD HAVE TO RECRUIT YOU OR
DID YOU VOLUNTEER?
A: Oh, I wanted to get roped in pretty quickly. From the get go, I was
impressed with the school and wanted to learn more about how it

Mary Seifred, ‘10-‘13

Tom Parkhurst, ‘10-‘13

worked. I had two daughters attending Bertschi—Lena, Class of ’08

Last year, Mary’s children, Adam and Ava, graduated from Bertschi.

In 2010, Tom joined the Board and served as Chair of the Investment

and Vera, Class of ’12—and my interest was in Facilities because it’s

With them she also left Bertschi behind, yet the impact of her upbeat

Committee. During his three year tenure, he formalized the Investment

my background.

spirit and hard work remains. With great positive energy, Mary’s first

Committee, revised the Investment Policy, and lead meetings with

commitment as a Board member was to kick off the Believe in Bertschi

focused agendas. Through diligent and carefully planned investments,

Campaign funding construction of the Science Wing in 2010, while

the Investment Committee saw significant success during Tom’s

serving on the Committee on Trustees throughout her tenure. In 2011,

leadership and investments earned great yield for the school. From

she joined the Executive Committee and became Board Secretary,

2010 to 2013, Tom also served on Bertschi’s Finance Committee and

serving in both capacities through 2013. Mary also served as Committee

currently serves as Investment Committee Chair. His son, Thomas,

because of how much I learned on the Board. We have a very

on Trustees Chair and acted as our Believe in Bertschi Chair. Mary was

graduated from Bertschi in 2012, but we were fortunate to keep

sophisticated community of leaders, people at the top of their

instrumental in developing our outreach process for new Trustee

Tom on the Board another year. Thank you for your commitment

industry and skilled lawyers. It was all very intriguing to me.

recruitment. Thank you for your service, Mary. You are missed!

and exceptional service, Tom.

“Udo was a true visionary and creative leader.
An active board member, passionate about the school’s
community, and an integral part in facilitating major
changes in helping create the school we are today.”
~Brigitte Bertschi, School Founder
Q. WAS THAT BACK WHEN THE SCHOOL STARTED ITS EXPANSION?
A: Yes, it was a very exciting time and I began by chairing the Facilities
Committee. Over the 10 years I was involved with the Board, the school
went through major changes, including finishing the 2002 Master Plan
and doubling the size of the school grounds. We had a very clear mission
which made it fluid to get to work expanding the school.
Q. WERE YOU INVOLVED WITH THE LIVING BUILDING PROJECT?
A: I was an active team member with the Living Building project and
feel I also contributed a lot in making the Bertschi Center what it is
today, advocating for LEED certification. It’s important now to make
the building relevant to our local community outside of Bertschi.
Q. WHAT MADE THE BOARD AND YOUR 10-YEAR TENURE
SO SUCCESSFUL?
A: It was all driven by Brigitte’s vision—she’s a great steward of diversity and it comes naturally from her gut. She’s a natural communicator
and she guides the Board in the right way to keep things flourishing.

ABOVE

Udo with his wife, Carla, and two daughters, Vera ‘12 and Lena ‘08.

We expanded the board from 20 to 25 and it was quite a varied
and diverse group of talent and personality.
Q. WHAT’S THE REWARD OF BOARD WORK?
A: In business, the money you make is your reward. With Bertschi,
seeing how the school thrives is the reward. Also, seeing how Bertschi

to have this type of environment; they all deserve it—but that’s not
contributed to an environment and second home that impacts kids at

Sally Martin

Bertschi who will grow up to contribute to this planet in positive ways.

Sally works as a philanthropic consultant for foundations and
grant-making non-profit organizations. She is mother to two
Bertschi students, Kindergartner Kate and 2nd grader Alec.

Q. WHAT’S YOUR HOPE FOR THE SCHOOL?
A: We have maxed out on the ‘physical’ growth of the school.
in new ways through innovation or outreach.

Facilities Committee (chair)

•

Endowment Task Force

•

Committee on Trustees

•

Executive Committee (chair)
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Sujal Patel

The challenge for the future will be to find a vision to keep growing

•

This is a production of the
Bertschi School Advancement Office.
TIFFANY CAREY '91
DIRECTOR OF ADVANCEMENT

possible. Which is sad to me. It feels good knowing that our work has

it’s like finding a friend. When we applied to Bertschi, there was no
wanted to be involved as well. I look at Bertschi as my “college”

As a parent of two Bertschi kids, Jensen ’13 and 3rd grader Hale,
Jim is invested in Bertschi School. He works as a finance executive
in Seattle. This year, he joins the Board and is serving as Treasurer.

learning in both of them during their earliest years. I want every child

A: Part of finding the right school is finding the right personality;
other school I wanted to apply to because Bertschi felt right—and I

Jim Nida

became a second home to my kids and how the school instilled a love of

During his 10 years on the Board, Udo served as
President for two years, also serving on:

Q. WHAT WERE THE PERSONALITIES LIKE?

New Arrivals: Welcome 2013 Board Members!

Pictured, clockwise from top left:
Jim Nida, Sally Martin,
Sujal Patel, and Kayley Runstad.

Formerly CEO of Isilon Systems, Inc. from founding to acquisition by
EMC Corporation for $2.5B. Sujal currently serves on a number of
private company boards and together with his wife, Meera, runs a
private family foundation. They are raising three children: Simran, 11
months, and two boys, Avi and Niam, in Kindergarten at Bertschi.

ASHLEY BOCKMAN
ADVANCEMENT COORDINATOR
Bertschi School does not discriminate
on the basis of race, color, creed,
national or ethnic origin, socioeconomic status, gender, sexual
orientation or disability.

Kayley Runstad
Kayley is parent to Bertschi 4th grader Anders. She also works as a
Learning Specialist at Hamlin Robinson, a local independent school
offering specialized programs for students with dyslexia and related
language difficulties.

PAPER INFORMATION
This brochure was printed on FSC certified 100%
recycled post-consumer waste paper that was
manufactured with 100% certified renewable
energy and without the use of chlorine.
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